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Technical Specifications 
The G5 Plus is the newest G5 massager in a long line of clinical models. Its operating speed is adjustable 
from 15 to 60 CPS (cycles per second). The G5 Plus features a large speed control dial. The back-lit 
display shows massaging speed as well as treatment time remaining. It maintains its speed (CPS), 
regardless of load. The trolley has a pneumatically-balanced height control that allows the clinician to 
easily adjust the machine’s height from 34 to 46 inches. Perfect for busy clinics where therapy is often 
done from both sitting and standing positions. It is especially useful for over-the-shoulder applications.  

G5 massage machines have been sold and used successfully for over 50 years. G5 massage machines are 
the only massagers with Directional Stroking®, rather than “thumping”. The G5 Plus provides very deep, 
penetrating massage. It is reliable, durable and quiet. Using the G5 Plus massage machine over a hot 
pack or cold pack seems to drive in the heat or cold. It can be equally-effective when used over toweling 
or clothing, and won't tangle in hair. 

Accessories include: 1-large sponge 3½" diameter applicator (6004); 1- multiple-prong applicator (6008); 
1- four-ball applicator (6009); 1- pointed-tip applicator (6014); 1 large  5" diameter firm rubber 
applicator (6015); 1- curved sponge applicator (6016); 50-medium disposable applicator covers (6038) 
and; 50-large disposable applicator covers (6039) 

Motor: 1/17 horsepower 

Output Speed: 15 to 60 cycles per second 

Power Source: 110 VAC, 60 Hz or 220 VAC, 50 Hz 

Product Approval: CE 

Leakage Current: under 75 µA 

Size: 18" (L) x 22" (W) x 34" to 46" (H) 

Weight: 40 pounds 

Applicator Packages: PRO -PKG (60001) 

Shipping Weight: 

Shipping Dimensions: 

47 lbs. 

19" (L) x 18" (W) x 43" (H) 
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